10 OUT OF 10!

Israel’s First Decade in the Eyes of Cartoonist Dosh (Kariel Gardosh)

→ **Where’s Srulik?**
  How many Sruliks can you find in the cartoon? You can color each one in different colors.

→ Along the path, Srulik meets characters who represent events that took place during the State of Israel’s early years. Try to identify all the events – ask older family members for help!

→ How would you describe your life over the last decade? Or maybe the last year? Draw your own “timeline.” It might help to first write a list of the significant milestones that you can then plot on your path.

Can you remember any events that took place when the State of Israel was established? Have you heard of Dosh?
Scan the code to learn more about Dosh →
ALL ABOARD!

Aliyah, a Poster from the Public Diplomacy Department of the Ministry of Education and Culture, 1958

→ How many olim (immigrants) are there on the ship? Try to identify where they come from. What hints have helped you?

→ The olim are all excitedly looking in one direction, pointing and waving. What do you think they see in front of them?

→ Were any of your family members olim? If so, ask them what modes of transport they used to get to Israel and what was the first thing they saw on arriving.

→ What is important to know when coming to Israel? Prepare a short brochure for new olim. Include important information, recommendations, and pictures.
TIMES OF EMERGENCY
THEN AND NOW

A Booklet of Recipes for Times of Emergency, WIZO, 1947

→ What emergency do you think the creators of this booklet were referring to? Check out the woman’s expression. Check out who initiated the publication of this booklet.

→ What types of foods appear in the illustration? What is missing?

→ There is a question written on the page in front of the woman: “What shall I cook today?” What would your answer be?

→ If you were redoing the illustration for today’s reality, what would you change?

→ Hungry?
   Draw your favorite meal:
TRAVELING AT HOME

El Al’s Board Game Poster Featuring 55 Israeli Tourist Sites

→ How many places on the board game were you able to identify?
  1-18 → Good start  19-36 → Well Done  37 and over → Champions!

→ How many of these places have you visited yourself? Where would you like to visit?

→ Which language are the site names written in? Who do you think the poster was made for?

→ Draw a place in Israel that you love but that doesn't appear on the poster:

Want to know more about the poster? Scan the code →

The Ephemera Collection, National Library